Release notes for Pro Pilkki 2 v1.9


Pro Pilkki 2 version 1.9 released 5th December 2022

© Procyon Products

propilkki@gmail.com

This Pro Pilkki 2 version is freeware. All feedback should be addressed to the e-mail address above or to Pro Pilkki –community in our web-page.

Procyon Products will not take any responsibility for problems which may occur when using Pro Pilkki 2, or possible troubles in computers (or in users). Everything related to using Pro Pilkki 2 game, is at users own risk.

Using the Pro Pilkki 2 in commercial business or in situations that are related to it, are absolutely forbidden. Every public activity (e.g. in part of public event, or in part of cd-rom that is delivered freely with some product),  which is related to using Pro Pilkki 2 as a part of it, is not allowed without permission of Procyon Products. For the present, the using of Pro Pilkki 2 in a part of public event has been granted only for Suomen Vapaa-ajan Kalastajien keskusjärjestö (Finnish free time fishing organization) for certain specific events during years 2010-2012, Vectorama lan party (Oulu, summer 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019), Pekan Pimät festival (Raahe, autumn 2016), and Insomnia lan party (Pori, autumn 2018, 2019).

Usage of Pro Pilkki is forbidden as a part of such competition which is against any law or which requires separate permission form the authorities. Procyon Products does not take any responsibility on this kind of activity. If Pro Pilkki is used as a part of any kind of competition, Procyon Products does not take any responsibility on the behaviour or misbehaviour of the game or technology involved.

New in version 1.9
1) New lake: Harjukankaan monttu
2) Snapshot photos of record fish, including sharing support
3) Graphical improvements
4) Ukrainian language support
5) Various other fixes and improvements


Network game chat command reference

Commands for all players:
/help
Shows the list of available commands.
/admin
Shows if the player has admin rights.
/admin xx
Gets admin-rights with password xx.
/names
Displays player names and corresponding IDs (used in private messages). Shows also the waiting players with their waiting times.
/N message
Sends a private message to player N.
/T message
Sends a team message. Only players of the own team see it.
/ver
Displays the game version of the host.
/team [team name],[password]
Changes the current team with given password (optional). Command to leave the team: /team off.

Commands for the game host:
/admin xx
Sets admin-password to xx. Password is removed with: /admin off. (check corresponding command for players).
/host xx
Sets host-password to xx. Password is removed with: /host off.
/wait n
Sets the wait time between competitions (autohost).
/password xx
Sets the game password to xx. Password is asked from players before entering the games. Password is removed with: /password off.
/spect [on/off]
Off = Players on ice cannot see the chat of spectators (waiting players). Host can still see it.
/script [file.txt]
Sends or performs 10 chat-messages or commands from text-file. File must be located in “static”-folder. Commands from a file “autohost.ini” are performed automatically every time when the host is started.
/lures [on/off/all/custom]
"on" = Six extra lures are randomized for each competition. 
"off" = Only default lures available.
"all" = All lures available.
"custom 1100..-0000..-1010.." = Custom selection of lures in use (1=on, 0=off). Three categories with 16 lures (1 or 0) and dash "-" between the categories. Non-defined lures are off. Example: two first lures available from each category: /lures custom 11-11-11
/resultlog [PIN/off]
Defines the resultlog availablility via HTTP and sets a PIN code for it. After enabling it, see the link and parameters in the host HTTP page (with web-browser, login as host). 
/resultlogdays [days]
Defines the minimum number of days the result logs are stored, before they get automatically deleted. Default setting is "off", which means the logs are never deleted.
/minver [ver/off]
Sets minumum allowed client version for entering the host. "Off" sets the default (latest features and lakes are required).
/port [number]
Defines which TCP/IP port game host listens. Requires restarting of the host game.
/exit
Shuts down the game after sending notification to all players. Command must be given two times in a row.
/cls
Clears all messages from the host chat window.
/dailyrec [on/off]
Defines if the host's biggest daily fish are shown in the host's web-page.

Commands for admins (and the host):
/hello [text]
Sets welcome text. This text is also shown in the public host list, if the game is listed there.
/timer N [text]
Sets a break-timer (N minutes) and a description text for it. It is shown as a count-down for all the players in waiting state. If the game is on, timer starts to run when the competition is finished.
/results N
In-game results to chat in every N minutes (top 10)
/mute N
Mutes player N out of general chat. Only private messages are allowed.
/unmute N
Removes muting of player N.
/chat [on/off/reg]
Public chat enable/disable/registered.
When "reg" option is selected, only players registered to network records can attend to public chat.
Private and team messages are always enabled. 
/kick
Lists the players and corresponding numbers.
/kick N
Kicks out player N and prevents connection for 5 minutes.
/kick N X
Kicks out player N and prevents connection for X minutes.
/banaddress IP [minutes] [name] [id1] [id2]
Adds an IP address (and optional unique player identifiers id1 and id2) as banned. Playlog.txt contains ready banaddress-command for each player as they join the game. Use /unban to remove banned addresses. Note: name -parameter cannot contain spaces.
/unban
Allows again all IP-addresses banned with kick-command.
/admins
Shows all players with admin rights.
/autoban [on/off] 
If speed cheating is detected, kicks out player and prevents connection (24h)
/players N
Sets the upper limit for the player amount in the network game
/in N
Selects player N into game
/out N
De-selects player N from the game (allowed only in lobby)
/show names
/show teams
/show all
Shows player names and/or teams on ice (names and teams are shown by default). Requires host v1.2 or later.
/hide names
/hide teams
/hide all
Hides player names and/or teams on ice. Requires host v1.2 or later.
/start
Starts the competititon
/stop
Stops the competition and returns to lobby
/bots
Shows the list of bots (computers players) in the game
/addbot [skill 1-3],[name],[team]
Adds a bot (computer player) to the game
/removebot [id]
Removes a bot from the game. Bot id numbers can be seen with the /bots -command.
/teambot [id],[team name/off]
Changes the team of the bot.
/autobots [on/off]
Bots (computer players) are automatically removed from the game, when the host is full and new players arrive. Bots will be restored automatically when the competition is over and the host is not full anymore.
/A message
Sends an admin message. All admin players can see it.
/adminhello [text]
Sets welcome text for all joining admin players.
/atstart
Lists the players that are currently at the starting place.
/filter [off/block/beep/
replace]
or
[0/1/2/3]
Sets automatic bad word filtering for the chat (Finnish, English):
off (0) = all messages are allowed
block (1) = blocks the complete message containing bad words
beep (2) = "beeps" bad words with a line (----)
replace (3) = replaces bad words with random soft words

Autohost remote control and scripting commands (autoscript.txt):

/lake
Shows the next lake and length of a competition
/lake?
Shows the list of available lakes 
/lake [lake name or part of it],[season 1-3],[time 1-3],[duration 1-6]
Selects the next lake. Optional parameters:
season: 1=autumn, 2=winter, 3=spring
time: 1=morning, 2=afternoon, 3=evning
duration: 1=10 min, 2=15 min, 3=30 min, 4=1 h, 5=1.5 h, 6= 2 h
Example: /lake ruu,3,1,3 (Iso-Ruuhijärvi, spring, morning, 30 min)
/game
Shows the next game type and start place
/game?
Shows the list of available game types and start places
/game [game type 1-25],[start place]
Selects the next game type and start place
Example: /game 5,1 (game type ”biggest fish” and start place 1)

/autoscript [on/off] [line number / text to find from any comment line(#)]

Sets auto-script on/off and optional line number where auto-script will start running the file (default is the beginning of the file). When competition ends and auto-script is on, auto-script will continue reading autoscript.txt (in folder “static”) and execute lines until it finds the next empty line. This makes it possible to build playlists of lakes. Here is an example of autoscript.txt containing a playlist of three lakes: Iso-Ruuhijärvi (15min), Lehmilampi (biggest fish, 15min) and Jormuanlahti (Normal, start place 2, 30min).
Content of a file static\autoscript.txt:
/lake ruuhijärvi,3,1,2

/lake lehmilampi,3,1,2
/game 5

/lake jormuanlahti,1,1,3
/game 1,2

/autoscript on
# Previous line starts the script from the beginning


Note! All the chat commands and responses are in English. Selected game language has no effect on them.

New in version 1.8
1) New game type added: area game.
2) "Burbot, quantity" game type added.
3) "Whitefish only" and "Whitefish only, quantity" game types added.
4) Minimum allowed size for whitefish removed.
5) Graphical improvements.
6) Host's daily records added to the host's HTTP-page.
7) Improved hosts automatic bad word filtering (/filter).
8) Host's command /autoscript supports jumping to any comment line(#) containing defined text (/autoscript ON text).
9) Performance optimization and smaller fixes and improvements.

New in version 1.7.1
1) New lake: Peräjärvi.
2) New single player tournament: Peräjärvi Cup, with characters from the game "My Summer Car" on the ice as opponents.
3) Improvements for the network game hosting (/filter, /cls).
4) Fix for the maggot getting stuck on the tip of the hook occasionally.
5) Other smaller fixes and improvements.

New in version 1.6
1) Support for Russian language
2) Player's IP addresses can be hidden from chat with F2 (for online streaming purposes)
3) General performance optimization and other minor fixes and improvements
4) Support for PP2Buddy compatible resultlog (settings.dat)

New in version 1.5
1) New single player game mode: Team captain game and tournaments. Control your bot team members and defeat the other teams on ice.
2) Hosting improvements:
   a) Computer bots will make room for the human players, when the host is full (/autobots)
   b) /game command is available also when autohost is off
   c) Automatic removal of old result logs (/resultlogdays)
   d) Host information is available in JSON format with HTTP-request: [address:port]/info.json
   e) Fixed memory leak in the resultlog query
   f) New commands: /A and /adminhello
3) General performance optimization and other minor fixes and improvements

New in version 1.4.2
1) New lake: Palusjärvi
2) Player's fish are restored when re-joining the network game
3) Team score support in network game
4) Hosting improvements: 
  a) Setting for minimum client game version (/minver)
  b) Result logs in txt and json-format (static/resultlog)
  c) Resultlogs can be fetched from host via HTTP (enabled with /resultlog)
  d) Support for adding bots to network game with custom names and teams (/bots, /addbot, /removebot, teambot)
5) Players and the host can change their own team with /team -command
6) Other minor fixes and improvements

New in version 1.3
1) New lake: Lokkiluoto.
2) Support added for low perspective camera view.
3) Network game host can use automatic spectator mode (F8).
4) New font and fresh menu outlook.
5) Player cannot avoid network game chat mute by leaving and re-joining the game.
6) Host command /banaddress added for banning players after they have already left the game.
7) Support for creating a local network game - joiners inside the same local network can selecet the game directly from the list, without typing IP address.

New in version 1.2
1) Single player challenge game added: complete given tasks and earn more content to play.
2) New lake: Räväjärvi. Supported also in network games. Note: client game version 1.2 is required to join the host of this game.
3) Two new lakes for single player games and new cup styles as a reward from challenge game.
4) Player position shown in the depth map.
5) New player colors.
6) New host commands /show and /hide to define if player info can be seen on ice.
7) Support restored for XP and DirectX7 for old computers.
8) Other minor improvements and fixes.

New in version 1.1.5
1) Multiplayer game chat window can be set to "always visible" (F1).
2) IP address of joining player is shown to all admin players.
3) Fixed more flickering issues with certain NVIDIA display adapters.
4) Fixed crashing in resolution change and display adapter change (systems with multiple display adapters).
5) Fixed host "chat mode" saving to settings.
6) Fixed graphics "tearing" with certain NVIDIA display adapters.
7) Fixed occasional rod getting stuck and adjusting depth unintentionally.
8) Fixed space key shared usage with rod rise/drop and network game chat.
9) Small graphical fixes and optimizations.

New in version 1.1.4
1) Playlog ja chatlog file location fixed.
2) Copy-paste functionality fixed.
3) Fix for occasional unwanted click on ice causing player to change walking direction when clicking Windows task bar.
4) Fixed flickering issue with certain NVIDIA display adapters.
5) Fixed fireplace graphics with Windows 7/Vista.
6) Small graphical fixes.

New in version 1.1.3
1) Graphics updated to use DirectX11 interface:
	- More performance, especially with new computer hardware.
	- Reduced power need in CPU and display adapter.
	- Improved graphics scalability to various screen/window sizes
	- Windows XP is not supported anymore
	- Texture color depth increased to 32 bits
2) Improvements from mobile version are also included: player names visible on ice, ice area scrolling, improved flash light effect etc.
3) Full screen setting is remembered over application close and restart.
4) /Chat reg -command added: Only players registered to network records can send public chat messages.
5) Host fix for post-joining the lake in network game (device based)
6) Generic optimization for memory usage and loading speeds.

New in versions 1.1.1 - 1.1.2 (only Raspberry Pi)
Raspberry Pi versions for hosting network game with Linux mini conputer.

New in version 1.1
1) New lakes: Ullavanjärvi, Kortejärvi and Muddusjärvi.
2) Exclusive full screen mode (display mode change) removed due to various incompatibility issues with display adapters and OS versions. Full screen mode uses now windowed (stretched) fullsceen.
3) New host chat command to turn public chat on or off. Only private and team messages are delivered: "/chat off"
4) New host chat command to select any lure combination: "/lures custom"
5) Host banned addresses are preserved even if the host is restarted.
6) Adjusted the probablities of line snapping and fish getting away.
7) Fish amount in lakes slightly increased. "Record-size" fish weights tuned slightly up.
8) Fixed issue of version 1.0.8 causing "mouse lag" with certain display adapters.
9) Network services (host list, network records) moved to a dedicated server.

Note: Network game is not compatible with previous game versions due to the new lakes and probability adjustments.


New in version 1.0.8
1) Flash light effec fix for some display adapters.
2) Fix for rare host crash situation caused by speed cheating.

New in version 1.0.7
1) Improved host protection against network attacks.
2) Improved detection of speed cheating.
3) Improved detection of banned players and prevented rejoining from different IP address (/banlevel high).

New in version 1.0.6
1) Fix for fishing rod moving itself with Wii Motion Plus.
2) Fix for lost fish in extreme network jamming situation.

New in version 1.0.5
1) More fixes for fish fitting/not fitting from the hole in network game and occasional missing fish from the final results.
2) Support added for embedded Motion Plus (new Wiimote controller). Note! User is fully responsible of everything when using Wiimote-controller with Pro Pilkki. The autohors of the Pro Pilkki are taking no responsibility of possible damage/harm caused to involved computer, Wii-controller, player and/or environment.
3) Fixed non-standard HTTP messages and improved the compatibility with firewall and anti-virus software.
4) Fixed too bright fishing rod (issue in 1.0.4).

New in version 1.0.4
1) Fix for fish fitting/not fitting from the hole in network game. Behaviour is now identical for the host and clients. Big fish are now practically always fitting up from a bigger drill hole (6").
2) Support for Wiimote controller in fishing.It is recommended to use Wii Motion Plus to get more precise rod movements. First establish the Bluetooth connection between Wiimote and PC, then start Pro Pilkki 2. If controller is deteced, it is noted on the startup screen. Note: Wiimote might not work with all Bluetooth adapters. 
3) Fixed /game -command issues related to game types at night
4) Fixed /lures -command parameters. Command is now allowed from autohost.ini
5) Fixed several crashes with help of automatic bug reports.

New in version 1.0.3
1) Crash fix when getting player list from host page.

New in version 1.0.2
1) Fixed occasional game crash in the end of the competition. The problem occured only when hosting the game without player character (as guest).
2) Host list sorting fixed according to "info"-column.

New in version 1.0.1
1)	Fix for showing records hosts correctly in the host list when joining the game.

New in version 1.0

1)	Official network records. You need to create an account for network records from "Player setup" -section in the game (e-mail address is required). Only the results played in official (accepted) records hosts are qualified for records list.
2)	Burbot and night fishing.
3)	All lures available (network game command: /lures all).
4)	Display resolutions 1280x720 and 1920x1080 are supported in windowed mode, even if the monitor is not supporting them as full screen.
5)	Other smaller improvements and fixes.



New in version 0.95

1)	New lake "Viitalampi"
2)	Various command line parameters added to start the autohost and configure it:
-help : Show help page
-host : Starts network game host automatically
-nopublic : Do not report to public hostlist
-playername "name" : Set name (or player profile) to use for host player
-playerpassword "password" : Password for player (if used)
-gamepassword "password" : Set password for network game
-adminpassword "password" : Set admin-password for network game
-hostpassword "password" : Set host-password (WEB-host-page)
-hello "hello text" : Hello text to show in startup.
3)	Game hosts can be accessed with web-browser (info page). Address to access the info page is http://[host-ip-address]:4500. Info page is not visible for password protected hosts.
4)	4)	If admin-password is defined, info page contains a link to admin page, which administrators can use to access the game chat and configure the game with chat-commands. Password is given as: 
User: admin
Password: [password]
5)	If host-password is defined, info page contains a link to host page, which allows host to access the game chat and configure the game with chat-commands. Password is given as: 
User: host
Password: [password]
6)	New chat command /exit added to closes the whole program. This allows shutting down the game remotely with admin web page without the need of remote-desktop connection
7) Unban chat command supports removing ban from single user
8)	List of players inside host is available when selecting the network game.
9) Resolved issues with IP address visibility and troubles with post-joining the network game (v0.92)
10) Occasional disappearing of the fish in network game fixed.
11) Rare host crash fixed, when two players quit the host simultaneously.
12) Single player cup ”Competition is being finished..” –freezing fixed.
13) alt+tab issues fixed (some display adapters)
14) Other small graphical fixes and improvements.



New in version 0.92 (public beta)
1)	Fixed several un-stabilities and crashes revealed by automatic bug reports
2)	Compiler changed – number of changes and fixes related to it

New in version 0.91

1)	Fixed un-stability and crashes followed by viewing the records
2)	Memory leaks fixed
3)	New lake: Pitkälampi
4)	Lures added to single player game (same lures as in network game)
5)	Prevented possibility to cheat while running in single player game.
6)	Added possibility to send automatic bug report in case of game crash or detection of fish count mismatch. Report can be sent when the game is started again.
7)	Scandinavian letters handled properly in autoscript.txt and script.txt
8)	Fixed handling of special characters in host name and game description (/hello), when game is added to public host list
9)	Occasional “Sqrt domain error” fixed
10)	Fish release probability tuned
11)	AI and properties of computer players tuned.
12)	Fixes to missing or wrong fish in the results of the network game
13)	Other smaller fixes

New in version 0.9

1)	Two new lakes: Kuikansalmi and Kuopionlahti
2)	9 new game types:
·	Only pike
·	Biggest pike
·	Only zander
·	Biggest zander
·	Only carp family fish (roach, dace, bream, silver bream, zope, ide, rudd, bleak, chub, asp, crucian carp, sabrefish and tench)
·	Only carp family fish, quantity
·	Biggest carp family fish
·	Three biggest fish 
·	Five biggest fish
1)	20 new clothes color: 7 regular and 13 national colors 
2)	Scrollbar in chat window of the network game
3)	Screen resolution can be changed from game settings in the middle of the game
4)	HD screen resolution supported (1920x1080)
5)	Windowed full screen without mode switching (F11 toggles on/off)
6)	Admins of the network game can move players in and out  (/in and /out –commands)
7)	/lake and /game –commands added. In the autohost, game admins can select the next lake and game type
8)	Net-game command added: /autohost on/off (game admins can turn autohost on/off)
9)	Net-game command added: /autoscript on/off (autoscript performs wanted commands from a file ”autoscript.txt” after each competition. With /lake and /game –commands, it enables creation of lake playlists
10)	In case of even score between players in fish quantity game type, player order is defined according to biggest allowed fish
11)	When catching a record-fish, rank in records is shown in the top info bar
12)	Used fishing-rod is shown in fish records
13)	Records show the point of catch on a map. NOTE! Fish got in network game before the game version 0.9 has no location info
14)	Competition results have an option to list all the fish in weight order.
15)	Competition results and records have shortcupt-arrows (with PageUp / PageDown -keys), which can be used to jump to previous/next player/fish
16)	Player names show bigger on ice
17)	Single player cup has a direct link to game settings (to change startup equipment)
18)	Timestamps are added to Chatlog -file (chatlog.txt). Competition info is also logged on each competition start
19)	RecMerger –tool has been updated (fishing rod added to records)
20)	Fixed permanent dropping off from public host list, which was caused by temporary network drop or lag
21)	Fixes to supported screen resolutions in case of multiple displays
22)	Several other fixes and improvements.

New in version 0.853
1)	Crashing in player setup fixed.

New in version 0.852
1)	Z-buffer locking bugfix. All 2D-rendering done with 3D-engine to improve performance with latest display adapters.

New in version 0.851


1)	Re-designed 3D engine. Fixes 3D drawing order issues and is faster. Utilizes more display adapter capabilities.
2)	Graphical improvements.
3)	Widescreen and high resolution support (optimal resolution is 1280x720).
4)	Public host list. Adding your own game to public list and viewing ongoing public games is implemented in the game. (see /hello –command below).
5)	/results –command (in-game results).
6)	4 new lakes: Lahnalammet, Korpipuro, Metsälampi and Kolmisoppi.
7)	Wider zoom area, more lake is now visible (faster zoom with control-key).
8)	Anti-cheating protections improved.
9)	Occasional corruption of graphics (ie fonts) in Windows7:ssa and Windows Vista is fixed.
10)	New menu music tracks.
11)	RecMerger –tool included in the package (tool to merge records.dat –files).
12)	Several other bugfixes and improvements.

New in version 0.8
1)	Two new rods: one with very thin line (for flea-lures) and one rough with strong line.
2)	New species: Chub, Asp, Crucian carp, Viviparous, Bull-rout, Sabrefish, Tench, Baltic herring, Three spinned stickleback and Salmon.
3)	Six inch drill: The big fish are not necessarily fitting to small (4”) hole anymore. Drill type can be changed on the start area also during the competition.
4)	Three new lakes: Mäntylahti, Vuontele ja Venetjoen tekojärvi (artificial lake of river Venetjoki).
5)	New baits: bloodworm, shrimp and three different colours of powerbait.
6)	Number of baits is limited for each game.
7)	Six new lures are always available in the network game. Also the randomized lures are available to be selected for the startup equipment.

1)	The place on the disk where the game stores the records, settings and logs (previously ”\static\” –folder), has been changed to new standard Windows application data location, which in most cases is either of the followings.
If the operating system is Windows XP/2000:
C:\Documents and Settings\All Users\ApplicationData\Procyon\ProPilkki2\
Or if the operating system is Windows Vista/Windows 7: 
C:\ProgramData\Procyon\ProPilkki2\
This will fix some user access-right problems as “disappearing highscores”, reported vastly from users with Windows Vista or Windows 7. From this on, if you need to take a backup of your Pro Pilkki records or settings, backup the “\static\” –subfolder located in the folder mentioned above and restore it back to the same place if  needed. Debug.log -file needed for bug reporting can be also found from this folder under subfolder “\logs\” (see bug reporting from the end of this document).
Easiest way to locate the new “Static”-folder is to start Pro Pilkki 2, go to game settings and click the link “Browse to settings folder…”.

2)	All the records played with the game version before v0.8 will be cleared. This is done now, because people’s records have some very high results played with old game versions in the past. Some of those are not anymore even reachable due to significant changes done to the game over time. Game will automatically exported your old records to a text file, where you can still watch them with notepad or even import to Excel or similar tool for more detailed analysis.

3)	Fixes: drilling forever and stuck sitting.
4)	New graphics: turned rowboats, rocks, traffic signs, new signs
5)	Graphics mode initializations improved. It should make the situation better where several DirectX 3D applications are running at the same time.
6)	More cheating preventions.



New in version 0.751
1)	Fixes: drilling forever and stuck sitting
2)	Profile name updates always to records
3)	If chat typing field is empty, CTRL-C copies the last line from chat.
4)	New lake: Savilahti

New in version 0.75
1)	Network communication reliability improved
2)	Recovery from connection break added
3)	Drilling to bottom added - drill blade becomes dull
4)	Several holes can be drilled without sitting down in between
5)	Four new samplesets added (3 male + 1 female)
6)	Three new lakes: Surrinlampi, Haukilahti and Meri (Sea)
7)	Arrows up/down re-use the previous sent chat-messages (console style)
8)	When the host is full, waiting players are sorted according to waiting time. Also /names –command shows the order of waiting players and their waiting times.
9)	Team-chat command added (/t)
10)	Amount of players allowed on nework game can be set (/players)
11)	Lake description can be viewed when the game is on
12)	Languge can be changed when the game is on
13)	New lures added to network game (randomized lures)
14)	Game host can ranomize new lake and game type with F5
15)	Bugfixes for lures missing occasionally
16)	Fixes and additions to playlog
17)	Fix to false detection of speed cheating
18)	Memory leaks fixed
19)	 Several other smaller bugfixes

Special chat commands for the network game:



New in version 0.7.
1)	Depth and its effects 
2)	Changes to fish behaviour
3)	Second rod and possibility to keep different lures connected to different rods (quick change) 
4)	New fish: laketrout, bleak, zope, vendace
5)	Player profile creation and using (+personalized settings)
6)	Possibility to define team name and nationality for multiplayer game
7)	Selecting of startup-lures and rods
8)	Powerline graphics
9)	New lakes (Koivusaaren matalikko, Iso-Söimi, Pieni särkinen, Telkänlampi)
10)	Force pull up, when rising fish (rod-up-button with right mouse click)
11)	Chat log writing to file (host)
12)	Timer-command for breaks (/Timer)
13)	Lost lures remain lost even if the player re-joinins the lake, also player position on the lake is preserved (cheating prevention). All the fish are cleared, as before.
14)	Changes related to new display drivers and ”purple-problem” in transparency. Old operation mode can be set by modifying settings file(static\settings.dat):  AlphaTextures = No
15)	Lakes and fish types in alphabetical order in records-sheet
16)	Optimization and smaller modifications and bugfixes


New in version 0.6.
1)	Windowed mode.
2)	Post-joining supported in network game. Host can allow new players to join with F5 or via menu.
3)	Silppery ice (no snow)
4)	Five new lakes (Kivijoki, Haapolahti, Hossalaislammet, Siikavalkeinen, Vuolasniva)
5)	Copy-paste support for IP-address and chat (ctrl+c, ctrl+v)
6)	List of previously used host addresses
7)	Letters are not lost when typing fast
8)	Confirmation when host closes the game
9)	”Always on top” –setting for windowed mode.
10)	Welcome text in network game (/hello –command)
11)	Bugfix for moving the maggot
12)	Protection agains network cheaters
13)	 Speed cheat detection, report and autoban
14)	 New mouse cursor
15)	 Weather can change during the network game
16)	 Possibility to see only private messages in chat (F1)
17)	 New graphics on lakes
18)	 Changes in fish behaviour
19)	 New colours for players
20)	 Lake list in alphabetic order
21)	 Autohost randomly runs through all lakes, before the same lake appears again
22)	 Reserved area around player is widened
23)	 Minor bug fixes
 

New in version 0.55.
1)	Automatic running of network games (autohost)
2)	Occasional host crashes fixed
3)	Support for password in network game
4)	Admin rights and commands
5)	New chat-commands: wait, help, admin, mute, unmute, unban, password, spect, script
6)	Automatic ”flooding” prevention in chat
7)	If the game crashes, debug.log (diagnostic file) is copied to game root-directory during the next time game is started. Three last logs are preserved
8)	Chat-view can be hidden with F1-key
9)	Graphical fixes to fishing windows (lure and bait)
10)	Several other fixes and improvements
 

New in version 0.5.
1)	Network game
2)	Four new lakes (Jormuanlahti, Pohjalampi, Särkijärvi, Siikakoski)
3)	Practice mode
4)	Changes to fish behaviour
5)	Competition type can be selected also for a single player game
6)	Human players are visible on the map in a network game
7)	Fixes related to ALT+TAB
8)	Serveral fixes related to sound
9)	Two players cannot fish from the same hole anymore
10)	Drilling with right mouse button
11) Minor bug fixes 

New in version 0.4
1)	Short Cup with three difficulty level settings + possibility to win new lures as awards
2)	Support for special game types (in cup)
3)	Two new lakes (Niemisjarvet, Linlonlahti)
4)	Four new fish species (dace, ide, rudd, brook trout)
5)	Support for multiple starting places on single lake
6)	Possibility to disable snowing effect in fishing-window
7)	Settings available from pause-menu (during game)
8)	Game priority can be set between 1 and 3. 1 is high (default), 3 is low.  If other applications encounter problems while Pilkki2 is running (firewall, antivirus), try to reduce priority. Setting can be changed from settings file:  static\settings.dat.
9)	Minor bug fixes
 
New in version 0.31
1) Zander invisibility bug fixed
2) User forced display refresh rate setting added (static\settings.dat)

New in version 0.3.

1) Start signal –bug fixed
2) Snowing effect
3) Changes in weather
4) Enhanced shadow & Gauss data handling. Enables ~80% faster loading of lakes.
5) Fish eating behaviour reconstructed.
6) Improved fish behaviour. Fishes reacts more strictly for depth curves, more realistic fish shoals individual numbers and their flux in different situations. 
7) Freeing of fish takes some time and indicater for that operation.
8) Four new species: grayling, smelt, zander and arctic charr.
9) English language supported.
10) Big ones can cut the line.
11) Volume tuning available in the settings menu.
12) Two new lakes.
13) New graphical objects available (hut, willows, snow covered trees etc..)
14) Fine-tuning of sounds and added new speech samples. 
15) Usage of only supported monitor refresh-rates (Samsung flat-screen problem).
16) Default player name saving.
17) "SQRT-domain error" popup -fix.

New in version 0.2.

1) Musics added
2) New sound effects added
3) Record tables
4) Map-feature
5) Fish eating behaviour updated to more realistic
6) 3 new lures
7) Support for graphics adaptors, which are not supporting 640x480 resolution.
8) Bug causing some crashes, induced by assembler, is now fixed
9) Lots of minor fixes



Bug-report:

If you find some harmful bug from the game, we will really appreciate if you report it to us! These bug-reports could be sent via e-mail to propilkki@gmail.com.

Bug-report should contain the following information:

1)	Your contact information (e-mail, name if desired, your messenger –contact information or alternative google-talk contact).
2)	Description of the used hardware (motherboard, graphics adapter, monitor-type etc). 
3)	Description of the used software (operating system, directX version, drivers etc).
4)	Description about what happened. Error messages should be reported LITERALLY!
5)	In which part of the game this problem occurred?
– What did you for causing that error?
- What did you do before it?
6)	 Attach debug.log into your e-mail, if the error was ”game crashing”. Don’t run the game before you have sent debug.log -file to us.  Debug.log is located in: 
If the operating system is Windows XP/2000:
C:\Documents and Settings\All Users\ApplicationData\Procyon\ProPilkki2\
Or if the operating system is Windows Vista/Windows 7/8/10/11: 
C:\ProgramData\Procyon\ProPilkki2\
If you already started the game again, you can find the same crasheded log-file from the same location noted above with name “debug_crash1.log”. In that case, send that file to us.

Have fun with Pro Pilkki 2!
 
Mikko Happo
Janne Olkkonen

Procyon Products

